Nowadays there exist a lot of documents in electronic format on the Internet, such as daily news and blog articles. Most of them are related, organized and archived into categories according to their themes. In this paper, we propose a statistical technique to analyze collections of documents, characterized by a hierarchical structure, to extract information hidden into them. Our approach is based on an extension of the log-bilinear model. Experimental results on real data illustrate the merits of the proposed statistical hierarchical model and its efficiency.
Introduction
More and more textual data are digitized and stored online. These data bring us both valuable information and management challenges. Thus, many researches have focused on language modeling using statistical methods to extract useful knowledge from these data. By describing texts in mathematical ways, hidden structures and properties within texts and correlations between them can be discovered, which can help practitioners to organize and manage them more easily. A good organization has many applications. For instance, several studies [1] [2] [3] have shown that cyber criminals generally exchange their experiences and knowledge via media such as forums and blogs. These exchanged data, if well extracted and modeled, can provide significant clues to agencies operating in the security field. According to the method used to represent words in documents, modeling approaches can be grouped into two categories: probabilistic topic models and vector space models. Probabilistic topic models such as probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI) [4] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5] , model a text document as a finite mixture of specific distributions over topics. Each topic is represented as a distribution of words in a given defined vocabulary set.
They have been applied in various applications to extract semantic properties (e.g. topics, authors' influence, citations relations, etc.) within a document [6] [7] [8] . Vector space model (VSM) [9] represents documents as vectors where each vector can be viewed as a point in a multi-dimensional space. The basic idea behind VSM is that in space, the closer the two points are, the more semantic similarity they are sharing and vice versa. VSM approach has shown excellent performance in many real world tasks related to the measurement of semantic similarities between documents, sentences, and words [10] [11] [12] [13] . All the methods mentioned above have focused on modeling documents individually, while in real world most documents are related, and organized into hierarchical categories according to their themes. Thus, it is crucial to develop models that take into account these aspects [14] [15] [16] . In this paper, we propose a hierarchical statistical model to analyze documents. The proposed model is part of a large cyber security forensics system that we are designing to discover and capture potential security threats by retrieving and analyzing data gathered from the Web. In our method, each node in the structure is modeled using probabilities. A log-bilinear model is adopted to describe words in vector space in such a way that their correlations can be discovered and derived, from their representations, at each level of the hierarchical structure. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the hierarchical statistical model in details, and we present the complete algorithm to estimate its parameters. The experimental results of applying our approach on real data are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 gives the conclusion.
Hierarchical Statistical Document Model
The improvement of the state of the art concerning document modeling has been based on three main groups of approaches [17] . The first group has been concerned with the improvement of current learning techniques. The second one has been based on the development of better features. The third one focused on the integration of prior information about the relationship between document classes. The technique that we shall propose in this section belongs to the third group, since our main goal here is take advantage of the hierarchical relationship usually present between classes. Indeed, the automatic extraction of a given document topic and semantic information about a given word meaning generally involves a hierarchy of a large number of classes. The hierarchy encodes crucial information that should be exploited when learning a given model. Thus, we propose here the extension of the log-bilinear model to incorporate the fact that document classes are generally hierarchical. In this section, we start by reviewing the basic log-bilinear model and then we generalize it to encode hierarchies.
Log-Bilinear Document Model
A log-bilinear model which learns the semantic word vectors from term-document data was introduced in [18]. In this model, a document is represented as a distribution of conditionally independent words given a parameter θ:
